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The revered Christian author whose bestselling classics include The Divine Conspiracy and

The Spirit of the Disciplines provides a new model for how we can present the Christian faith to

others.When Christians share their faith, they often appeal to reason, logic, and the truth of

doctrine. But these tactics often are not effective. A better approach to spread Christ’s word,

Dallas Willard suggests, is to use the example of our own lives. To demonstrate Jesus’s

message, we must be transformed people living out a life reflective of Jesus himself, a life of

love, humility, and gentleness.This beautiful model of life—this allure of gentleness—Willard

argues, is the foundation for making the most compelling argument for Christianity, one that will

convince others that there is something special about Christianity and the Jesus we follow.

''It was Willard's habit to take an issue and cast it in a light that no one had ever thought of

before; he does this here with key apologetical issues, and places apologetics against the

backdrop of pastoral care. This is essential reading.'' (JP Moreland, author of The God

Question)''I grew up in a Christian culture in which 'defending the faith' was carried out by using

the Bible as a weapon. Anyone who challenged my faith was treated as an enemy. As an adult

I discovered Dallas Willard. Unfailingly gentle and respectful, he transformed the apologetics of

my generation as many of us 'laid down our swords and shields.' '' (Eugene Peterson,

translator of The Message)''Dallas Willard was a true Master. Who else combined such

profundity with such clarity and simplicity? Here, he addresses an issue that is both timely and

urgent for Christian advocacy today. But it is also a genuine hallmark of his own gentle and

humble character as a man and thinker.'' (Os Guinness, author Fool's Talk: Recovering the Art

of Christian Persuasion)''Dallas Willard's understanding of apologetics is revolutionary. It is at

once more intellectually rigorous and yet more attainable and more humble and more tied to

character than anything I have seen on the subject. What he describes is what Jesus actually

did.'' (John Ortberg, senior pastor of Menlo Park Presbyterian Church and author of Soul

Keeping)''Following in the tradition of C.S. Lewis, Willard advocates for truth, born on the wings

of grace, and does so in the manner of a fellow pilgrim, keen to listen and to share.'' (Stan

Mattson, founder and director of the C. S. Lewis Foundation)''Classic Willard: the gifted

Christian philosopher answering hard questions—the questions so many people have about

God, hell, the problem of evil, the nature of freedom, and the wonder of Jesus—in an

accessible style and with a gentle spirit.'' (Chris Hall, Director of Academic Spiritual Formation,

Eastern University)''Trust Dallas to give us apologetics for everyone in the manner of Jesus:

desiring to serve not convince; discarding defensiveness and intellectual one-upping;

respecting others as honest inquirers; answering questions we've secretly wondered about.'' --

(Jan Johnson, author of Renovation of the Heart in Daily Practice and Abundant Simplicity) --

This text refers to the audioCD edition.About the AuthorDallas Willard (1935-2013) was a

professor at the University of Southern California's School of Philosophy for forty-seven years.

His groundbreaking books The Divine Conspiracy and The Spirit of the Disciplines forever

changed the way thousands of Christians experience their faith.--This text refers to the

audioCD edition.From the Back CoverWhen called upon to explain their faith, Christians do not

always feel equipped to do so—particularly when some of the most difficult questions arise. In

The Allure of Gentleness, esteemed teacher and author Dallas Willard not only assures us of

the truth and reasonableness of the Christian faith, but also explores why reason and logic are



not enough: to explain Jesus's message, we must also be like Jesus, characterized by love,

humility, and gentleness.Based on a series of talks and lectures on apologetics given by the

late author and edited by his daughter, Becky Heatley, this book constitutes Dallas Willard's

most thorough presentation on how to defend the Christian faith for the twenty-first century.

This beautiful model of life, this allure of gentleness, Willard tells us, is the foundation for

making the most compelling argument for Christ, one that will assure others that the Christian

faith is not only true but the answer to our deepest desires and hopes.--This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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PublisherPREFACEWhat are the hard questions that smother faith?—DALLAS WILLARDThe

question above comes from a conversation I had with my father, Dallas Willard, about this

book. Answering hard questions is what he wanted the book to do. In other discussions, he

articulated the spirit he wanted it to have: “Gentleness: Apologetics in the Manner of Jesus.”

Not a gentleness marked by passivity, but a gentleness aglow with shoulder-to-shoulder

journeying together over steep hills and through dark valleys. He wanted this book to help

people wrestle with common doubts and answer some of the hard questions, allowing more

room for the Spirit to advance their faith.Gentle was a word frequently used to describe my

father; he had a gentleness that seemed to come from his many years in the light and easy

yoke of Christ. Is gentleness an absence of power or a power born through the Spirit and found

in wisdom? Matthew 12:20 says Jesus would not even break a bruised reed or quench a

smoldering wick, and yet his gentleness launched a worldwide revolution. In many ways,

Jesus’s impact seems to be not in spite of his gentleness, but because of it.Today apologetics

has become something of a cage match revolving around proofs of God’s existence and

involvement in the world. It has become a harsh battleground for the intelligent design-versus-



Darwinism debate and other hot-button religion-versus-science arguments. What’s lost in

today’s “apologetics” is to gently and lovingly address—even welcome—the honest doubts and

questions that burden believers’ faith.But the wisdom from above is first pure, then peaceable,

gentle, willing to yield, full of mercy and good fruits, without a trace of partiality or hypocrisy.

(James 3:17)In the same way that The Divine Conspiracy addressed discipleship as the hole in

our conception of the gospel Jesus preached, my father and I hoped this book would help

return the field of apologetics to its wise and gentle roots.This book began as a four-part series

of talks given by my father in 1990 at Grace Church in Los Alamitos, California. As I listened to

the cassette tapes a few years ago, I was impressed with the uniqueness of this teaching—

particularly regarding the manner with which we should approach apologetics. I asked my dad

if he would consider letting me transcribe the talks, so that they could be published as a book.

He immediately agreed, with the stipulation that he would make additions to the text to be sure

that all the important topics were included.Before we were able to work on those additional

topics, my father began struggling with health issues and was eventually diagnosed with

cancer. For many months he told me, “Don’t do anything with the book yet. We’ll work on it

when I’m feeling better.” At the time of his passing, I still just had the list of additions he wanted

to make, with various notes on specific topics.Thankfully, he left us with papers and recordings

that covered everything on the list. The Grace Church series provided significant content,

forming the outline and progression of the book (you can listen to the audio version at

www.dwillard.org), while notes from a similar series presented at Los Angeles Baptist College

and notes for a course on Biblical Apologetics at the Simon Greenleaf School of Law provided

excellent reference material to expand on that teaching. A few of my father’s papers and

articles written for other occasions filled in some of his additional topics. This includes a very

important paper entitled “Pain, the Existence of God, and Related Problems,” which is the

primary source for the chapter on evil.I am particularly indebted to the late Frank Pastore, of

KKLA Radio in Los Angeles, and John Ortberg, of Menlo Park Presbyterian Church, both of

whom interviewed Dallas on numerous occasions and asked the hard questions about life and

faith. Segments from recordings of those interviews provided additional content on specific

topics throughout the book.In bringing these pieces together, I felt like a tailor who has been

blessed with a bolt of beautiful cloth and a perfect pattern. The fabric and pattern come entirely

from Dallas; only the stitching is mine. My prayer is that I have sewn this together in such a way

that the stitching doesn’t show and that my father’s thoughts and ideas are all that is seen. May

this book help us do as he prayed: “To be simple, humble, and thoughtful as we listen to others

and help them come to faith in the One who has given us life.”—Rebecca Willard HeatleyJune

2014INTRODUCTIONWhen most people who are familiar with it hear the word apologetics,

they likely associate it with words like argument, evidence, reason, or defense.1 But few would

think to add gentle or gentleness to the list.That is because the word apologetics came to us

from the Greek legal system, where one makes one’s defense against the prosecutor’s

charges. That is not the ideal context for gentleness. But the apostle Paul and other New

Testament writers adapted this term, so that apologetics came to describe Christian attempts

to defend or explain the faith to others. And this is how the church has come to use the

term.For example, since the four Gospels were written to make the case for who Jesus was

and what he accomplished and taught, their authors are called apologists, as are those today

who specialize in defending Christianity against its critics. Since the time of the great debates

surrounding the rise of science and rationalism and the corollary attacks on the church’s

commitment to the supernatural, apologetics has become increasingly preoccupied with

intellectual debates and arguments.Now, in principle, there is nothing wrong with this. Since



apologetics is involved with ideas, intellectual claims, and reasoning, it is fitting for apologists to

engage in intellectual debates and arguments. However, as we will see in this book, given we

are seeking to do apologetics in the manner of Jesus, what is not fitting is for apologists to

engage in debates and arguments with an antagonizing, arrogant spirit. Indeed, the best way

to make the intellectual aspects of apologetics more effective is to combine them with a gentle

spirit and kind presentation.When we do the work of apologetics, we do it as disciples of Jesus

—and therefore we are to do it in the manner in which he would do it. This means, above all,

that we do it to help people, and especially those who want to be helped. That is how all of

Jesus’s work is characterized in scripture. Apologetics is a helping ministry.The picture

presented in the context of 1 Peter 3:8-17 is that of disciples who are devoted to promoting

what is good, but who are being persecuted for it. Their response, as Jesus had taught them,

was to “rejoice and be glad” (Matt. 5:12). This led those looking on to inquire how the disciples

could be joyous and hopeful in such circumstances. The question would, of course, be

inevitable in an angry, hopeless, and joyless world. So the disciples were charged by Peter: “Be

ready to make your defense to anyone who demands from you an accounting for the hope that

is in you; yet do it with gentleness and reverence. Keep your conscience clear” (1 Pet. 3:15–

16).As we give our explanation, our apologetic, as an act of neighbor love with “gentleness and

reverence,” Jesus tells us we are to be “as shrewd as serpents” and “as innocent as

doves” (Matt. 10:16, NIV). The serpent’s wisdom, shrewdness, is timeliness based on watchful

observation. And doves are innocent in that they are incapable of guile or of misleading

anyone. So are we to be. Love of those we deal with will help us to observe them accurately

and refrain from manipulating them—at the same time that we intensely long and pray for them

to recognize that Jesus Christ is master of the cosmos in which they live.What does it mean

that we are to be characterized by gentleness? To begin with, it means being humble. Love will

purge us of any desire merely to win as well as of intellectual self-righteousness and contempt

for the opinions and abilities of others. The apologist for Christ is one characterized by

“humbleness of mind” (tapeinophrosunen;2 Col. 3:12; Acts 20:19; 1 Pet. 5:5)—a vital New

Testament concept that cannot be captured by our word “humility” alone.So the call to “give an

account” is, first, not a call to beat unwilling people into intellectual submission, but to be the

servant of those in need, often indeed the servant of those who are in the grip of their own

intellectual self-righteousness and pride, usually reinforced by their social

surroundings.Second, we do the work of apologetics as relentless servants of truth. Jesus said

that he “came into the world to testify to the truth” (John 18:37), and he is called “the faithful

and true witness” (Rev. 3:14). This is why we give our account with reverence (or fear, KJV).

Truth reveals reality, and reality can be described as what we humans run into when we are

wrong, a collision in which we always lose.Being mistaken about life, the things of God, and the

human soul is a deadly serious matter. That is why the work of apologetics is so important. So

we speak the truth in love (Eph. 4:15). And we speak with all the clarity and reasonableness we

can muster, simultaneously counting on the Spirit of truth (John 16:13) to accomplish, with

what we do, an effect that lies far beyond our natural abilities.Finding real truth is the point of

reference we share with all human beings. No one can live without truth. Though we may

disagree about which particular things are true or false, allegiance to truth—whatever the truth

may be—permits us to stand alongside every person as honest fellow inquirers. Our attitude is

therefore not one of “us and them,” but of “we.” And we are forever here to learn together, not

only to teach.So, if at all possible—sometimes it is not, due to others—we “give our account” in

an atmosphere of mutual inquiry animated by generous love. However firm we may be in our

convictions, we do not become overbearing, contemptuous, hostile, or defensive. We know that



Jesus himself would not do so, because we cannot help people in that way. He had no need of

it, nor do we. And in apologetics, as everywhere, he is our model and our master. Our

confidence is totally in him. That is the “special place” we give him in our hearts—how we “in

[our] hearts sanctify Christ as Lord” (1 Pet. 3:15)—in the crucial service of apologetics.And that

is why our apologetic needs to be characterized by gentleness. Like Jesus, we are reaching

out in love in a humble spirit with no coercion. The only way to accomplish that is to present our

defense gently, as help offered in love in the manner of Jesus.But that is not all. The means of

our communication needs to be gentle, because gentleness also characterizes the subject of

our communication. What we are seeking to defend or explain is Jesus himself, who is a

gentle, loving shepherd. If we are not gentle in how we present the good news, how will people

encounter the gentle and loving Messiah we want to point to?And finally, in an age shaped by

feuding intellectual commitments and cultural battles over religion, science, truth, and morality,

how will we get a hearing by merely insisting that we have truth and reason on our side? Many

have made these claims before us. Some in a spirit of aggression, some in fear, and some in

arrogance. Our apologetic happens in a context, and that context is strewn with enmity,

hostility, abuse, and other opposition, which ultimately contradict the very things our message

lifts up. That is why our apologetic has to embody the message and person we want to

communicate. Only with “gentleness and reverence” will people be able to see, verify, and be

persuaded to respond to what we have to say.In the rest of this book I will cover many

important topics concerned with what it means to defend the faith in the twenty-first century,

including the role of the Bible, ethics, philosophy, the history of ideas, and so on. But it will all

be wasted unless the allure of gentleness pervades all that we do.Chapter OneBEGINNING

TO THINK FOR CHRISTAnd this is my prayer, that your love may overflow more and more with

knowledge and full insight to help you to determine what is best, so that in the day of Christ

you may be pure and blameless, having produced the harvest of righteousness that comes

through Jesus Christ for the glory and praise of God.PHILIPPIANS 1:9–11For this reason,

since the day we heard it, we have not ceased praying for you and asking that you may be

filled with the knowledge of God’s will in all spiritual wisdom and understanding, so that you

may lead lives worthy of the Lord, fully pleasing to him, as you bear fruit in every good work

and as you grow in the knowledge of God.COLOSSIANS 1:9–10Apologetics is a New

Testament ministry that uses thinking and reasoning, in reliance on the Holy Spirit, to assist

earnest inquirers in relinquishing disbelief and mistrust in God and God’s good purposes for

humankind. Apologetic work helps people believe and know the things that are especially

related to Jesus Christ: his coming into the world, his life and death, and now his continuing to

live in us. Apologetics is a vital ministry of the New Testament.Today apologetics is a rather

foreboding word. If you say to your neighbors, “I’m going to do apologetics with you,” they

would probably run away and hide. But what we’re really talking about is aiding others in

removing doubts that hinder their enthusiastic and full participation in the kingdom of the

heavens1 and their discipleship to Christ. We have many clear indications in scripture that we

are intended to add to our faith: that we start with faith, but we move on to knowledge; that we

are to grow not only in grace, but also in the knowledge of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ (2

Pet. 1:5; 3:18).There’s nothing wrong with faith. Faith is a confidence or trust in something,

which we may or may not know to be true. But one of the things we need to keep in mind about

faith is that it may be wrong. Sometimes we trust and have confidence in things that betray us,

because they are false. Christians are not the only ones who live by faith. Everyone lives and

dies by faith. Faith in itself is not necessarily a good or a bad thing. Now, there is a saving faith,

and that’s a good thing. But there are damning faiths as well. And there are also the situations



where we live neither in knowledge nor in faith; we’re just in doubt. These are situations that

Jesus dealt with often, and we want to learn to have his spirit in dealing with doubt. (A good

example of his methodology is found in his conversation with the Samaritan woman at the well

in John 4.)Faith is not opposed to evidence that we might gain from perception as well as from

reason. Anything that we can use to remove and settle doubt that afflicts us or others around

us is good. God has given us natural abilities, and it is right and good to devote them to

God.The intellect is good. Our natural abilities of perception are good, and they are not

opposed to faith. Please hear me: our natural abilities are not opposed to faith. Yes, we live by

faith and not by sight, but try not using your sight at all and see how that works. When Jesus

walked this earth, he used all of his human powers—all of them—and we are called to devote

all of our human powers to God in order that we might live under him as he intended.So we

use our natural reason, under the guidance and power of the Holy Spirit, in the work of

apologetics to bring information and logic to bear on doubts that prevent a steady, clear

perception of the realities of God’s kingdom.HIDING FROM GODPeople can also use their

reason to hide from God, and he will cooperate with them (up to a point). God has so ordained

that if we wish to hide from him, he will hide from us. He has created the world and arranged

history so that human beings can have a way to avoid him, but also so that they can find him in

their own way. Many people wonder about this arrangement, and I will go over it carefully in

Chapter 6.You may remember the old “village atheist” trick of putting a watch on the podium

and saying, “Now, if there is a God, in five minutes he must strike me dead.” Not a single

person who has given that challenge has ever received a response. This whole routine is a

piece of Americana that may be on the verge of being forgotten. People like the nineteenth-

century orator Bob Ingersoll and others used to go across the country and try to bait churches

with this kind of thing. As if that was really proof! It’s the equivalent of an ant walking through

your room and saying, “If there is a person up there reading a book, in five minutes he will

throw the book down on me.” Well, you’ve got more important things to do than throw this book

at an ant! And after all, if you wanted to approach ants, one of the things you wouldn’t do is go

around throwing books at them. This is just one example of the little tricks based on

assumptions about the nature of God that are totally wrong. And in truth, the people who are

pulling tricks like this don’t want to find God, and they don’t want you to find him either.Another

way people hide from God is through idea systems. Let me tell you about one idea system that

Christians need to address. It’s the idea that we just have faith in the church, but we don’t know

anything. It’s the idea that knowledge is opposed to faith. People know things over in the

shopping center, they know things at the bank, and they know things at school. But when you

come to church, there is no knowledge, just faith.You may have a hard time believing that, but if

you want to understand why the Christian gospel is being treated in this country as it is now by

those running the legal and school systems, you have to realize that they have been trained by

a system of ideas to believe that Christianity is just another superstition—one, moreover, that

has had a legal advantage in this country and should now be dispossessed of that legal

advantage. This is very deeply ingrained in the idea system that governs life around us.Many

Christians, in their heart of hearts, also believe that their faith is just another superstition. They

really do. That is why I often say that I know many people who believe in Jesus, but don’t

believe in God. I may say a number of things in this book that I hope you will worry about,

really. You see, I don’t live with the assumption that I am right about everything, but I do live

with the assumption that we should earnestly inquire and use our minds together under God to

seek understanding.I encourage you to do your own study on what scripture says about

knowledge as opposed to faith. Go to www.biblegateway.com, search the word know, and



compare it to belief and faith. I think you are going to be tremendously surprised at the place of

knowledge in following Christ.WHAT IS KNOWLEDGE?We need a good understanding of what

knowledge is and how it works, because one of the greatest issues facing the church is

whether we have knowledge or just belief. When you believe something, you are ready to act

as if it were so when the circumstances are appropriate.Now, it’s also important to distinguish

belief from commitment here. You may be committed to something even though you don’t

believe it. We see this in sports all the time. The fans keep cheering for their team—when they

are behind by thirty points and there are two minutes left, the crowd is yelling, “C’mon! Beat

’em! We’re gonna win!” You can believe or be committed to things that turn out to be untrue.

But when you know something, you can count on it.I define knowledge as being able to deal

with things as they are on an appropriate basis of thought and experience. That includes things

we know by authority, because we learn so much of what we know from authorities like

teachers and books. You probably won’t take your car to a repair shop that has a sign out front

saying, “We have a lot of luck with our repairs.” You want to take it to people who know how to

fix it. You will find a place that is able to deal with your car as it is on an appropriate basis of

thought and experience.What “an appropriate basis” is depends upon the nature of the subject

matter of the knowledge in question. There is, as far as we know, no perfect general formula for

“appropriate basis” or “conclusive evidence” for all kinds of knowledge, and many of the

unfortunate results of “modern” thought might be attributed to outstanding thinkers who insisted

on one or another such formula. We do, nonetheless, determine perfectly well in specific

contexts when people do or do not know a certain subject matter—for example, the Greek

alphabet, multiplication tables, or how sewing machines work.Today it is not uncommon to hear

people talk as if there were something identifiable as “scientific method” and claim that it alone

is the appropriate basis of knowledge—that it alone is the “pipe” from which knowledge flows.

The scientific method is used to draw conclusions based on measurable and testable data, and

because those conclusions have been tested, they are considered to be verifiable knowledge.

Anything that cannot be processed in this way does not count as knowledge. This is, in effect,

to propose a general formula for “appropriate basis” or “conclusive evidence.”There are various

problems with this view. One is that almost everything we know turns out not to be this kind of

knowledge. We do not use the scientific method for knowledge of the Greek alphabet or the

best way to get from point A to point B or for knowledge of art, morality, and personal

relationships. Another is that we have not the slightest clue about what a “scientific” solution to

many urgent human problems would look like. If the scientific method cannot help us with some

problems, must these be abandoned to power and other forms of irrationality?Another problem

with the “only science has knowledge” view is that a significant amount of what has come out

of the “pipe” in the past has turned out to be false. You will find numerous examples of this in

Wikipedia under “Superseded Scientific Theories.” Is it still knowledge, since it did come out of

that scientific pipe? (Some actually say so.) But this point actually leads to further questions

about how to identify the “pipe” and how to be sure whether something really does come out of

it.What we concretely have in real life are individuals with scientific credentials saying one thing

or another. We say “science,” but in actuality there are sciences like physics and biology. We

say “religion,” but it would be more accurate to say religions like Christianity or

Buddhism.Scientists will tell you that they do have a method, but the method of one science

doesn’t work in another science. The method of validating a theory in biology doesn’t work

particularly well in astronomy. Method is always tied to subject matter, and in dealing with life in

general there is no such thing as a single scientific method. This has become the quandary of

our culture, because everything that really matters in guiding life falls outside of science. Can



any of the sciences or the scientific method tell you how to become a truly good person?

Science can’t deal with something like that, because some questions can’t be quantified.

Science turns out to be only a portion of the much broader field of knowledge.Knowledge is a

result of continuous engagement with a subject matter, and when knowledge comes, a certain

authority comes with it. If you have knowledge, you are authorized to act, to supervise action,

to formulate policy and supervise its implementation, and to teach. If all you have is belief or

faith, you don’t have this kind of authority. People acting on knowledge—something they have

been able to test and put into practice—have a unique way of interacting with reality. They have

eliminated the doubt and double-mindedness we read about in James 1:6–8, and you can’t

overestimate the importance of that in anything that really matters. Of course, we still act on

our faith and our beliefs, but those are not uniformly recognized as truth the way that

knowledge is.REASON IS A GIFT FROM GODReason is a natural human process or behavior

very much like seeing or walking. It, like them, is so much a part of what it is to be a human

being, that anyone who cannot reason would be regarded as severely deprived—even more so

than one who is merely blind or handicapped. In fact, many would regard a person incapable of

reasoning as “subhuman,” while this is not so for one who is unable to see or walk.In certain

contexts, however, there is a tendency to degrade that part of us that God made called reason.

This is a deplorable thing, and it has caused a lot of real grief and heartache, because it has

led people to believe that reason and the human power of understanding are opposed to faith.

Of course, that’s just what the enemy would like. He’s saying, “Sure! Just give up the whole

fortress, and I’ll take it!” That’s really what happened in the middle part of the twentieth century

in many quarters of the church and certainly in the universities. The idea that there was

anything rational involved in being a Christian was simply dropped. And now, if you claim to

have knowledge based on your religious beliefs, your intelligence is severely questioned.THE

SPIRIT OF APOLOGETICSOur history has really thrown some curveballs at us and misled us

about the nature of the New Testament ministry of apologetics. I hope to clear up some of that

in this book, as we work through particular problems in apologetics. But let me just emphasize:

apologetics itself has become a problem. It has become a problem in both its content and its

spirit. And we’re going to talk a good deal about the spirit of apologetics, which is a key issue in

the way I believe apologetics should be presented.Although apologetics is really the reasoned

defense of any position, a Christian apologetic is the only kind I’m interested in. And a

Christian apologetic is one that would be done the way Jesus would do it. Apologetics is not a

contest of any kind, with winners and losers. It is a loving service. It is the finding of answers to

strengthen faith. It should be done in the spirit of Christ and with his kind of intelligence, which,

by the way, is made available to us (Phil. 2:5).People who are walking the path of Christ should

be the best reasoners on the face of the earth, just as they should be better at everything else,

because they have a helper who says, “I am with you always” (Matt. 28:20). Jesus will help us

think, and he will give us his Spirit. We will spell that out in some detail—what it would be like

to do apologetics in the spirit of Christ.AT THE MERCY OF OUR IDEASIt is ideas that make

the world run—or not run, as the case may be. People are fully at the mercy of their ideas.

Every one of us has a map in our mind made up of our ideas about life, how things work, who

we are, and so on. And that map tells us how things hold together, what’s important, and what

leads to what. When tackling all of the major objectives of human life, we consult that map.

Even if we want to get a better map, the only place we’ve got to start is with the map we’ve

already got. That should make us very humble. It should make us very ready to reach out to

God and say, “Lord, correct my map. Guide my ideas.”Yet the area about which we tend to be

the most proud and rigid is our ideas. Sometimes they’re wrong, and yet we’re still so proud of



those ideas. It is often the case that we picked up certain ideas somewhere a long time ago,

we’ve had them forever, and we’re just being faithful to them. Well, ideas may be false. And yet

we still find ourselves at their mercy. So we need to ensure that our ideas are built on truth and

reality.WHAT IS TRUTH?The major cultural outlook today is that there is no objective truth or

reality, that what we call “facts” are only human products, that there is nothing more to

knowledge than the “best professional practice” as currently defined; in the words of Lily

Tomlin, “What is reality anyway? Nothin’ but a collective hunch.”2 Moral principles more than all

else are taken to be the mere prejudices of certain groups, none of which is superior to any

others because, without God, we have no place to stand for perspective on the shifting scenes

of human history, custom, and desire.The traditional view of truth has always been that truth,

knowledge, and reality are not matters of what you or your group think; the task of truth is to

come to correct terms with what is actually there, regardless of how you or others may view it.

The earth is round, you have to have gas in your tank to make your car run and money in your

account to buy things, you are degraded by doing what is morally wrong, you will face

judgment after death and an eternal destiny of a certain nature, regardless of what you may or

may not think about such things. Truth was therefore utterly precious (see Prov. 23:23; Isa.

59:14–15; John 18:37), and evil and truth could not coexist.Truth is so important that Jesus

Christ came into the world to bear witness to the truth, and his people, the church, are referred

to in the New Testament as “the pillar and bulwark of the truth” (1 Tim. 3:15). Truth is more vital

than bread, because only by truth can we successfully deal with bread and all the other

realities upon which our existence and well-being depend.Truth is precious to human life in all

of its dimensions, because it alone allows us to come to terms with reality. If your beliefs about

your automobile are false, you are going to have unpleasant run-ins with reality. And that is true

of everything, from investments, to personal relations, to God. Truth is not everything, but

without it nothing goes right. And when we think about the Christian gospel and what we do as

a Christian people, we must understand them in the category of truth, of indispensable

information. If we don’t see the Christian gospel in that light, we simply haven’t understood it.

Jesus’s words are the best information on the subjects of greatest importance to human beings

—whether they know it or not. He is the only solid foundation for our ideas.CORRECTING

OUR IDEAS THROUGH DISCIPLESHIPSo here’s an example of a big idea from Jesus:

“Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand” (Matt. 4:17, KJV). The time is fulfilled. The

kingdom of the heavens is right here. That is what Jesus preached. He preached the

immediate availability of the kingdom of the heavens to anyone who would simply turn and

walk into it. He preached discipleship as the greatest opportunity that any human being will

ever have. He preached discipleship, because discipleship is how we get our ideas

corrected.The problem now is that the word disciple has come to mean so little. It would help

you to go through your Bible and write in the word student or apprentice wherever you see the

word disciple, because a disciple is a student, a pupil, a learner. Jesus says, “Come to me, all

you that are weary and are carrying heavy burdens, and I will give you rest.” Do you know the

rest of that verse? “Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me; for I am gentle and humble in

heart, and you will find rest for your souls” (Matt. 11:28–29). That’s a learning relationship.Now,

there’s a lot of confusion about discipleship in our time. There’s a lot of teaching to the effect

that you can be a Christian without being a disciple. I’m not going to address that here, but you

will find detailed treatments of the topic in The Divine Conspiracy and Renovation of the

Heart.3 This is an issue you need to think about in your own life. You need to clarify in your

mind: Are you a disciple of Jesus Christ? Are you a learner of Jesus Christ? That’s the gospel.

These are ideas that are going to have a dramatic effect on that map in your mind.THE



MEANING AND METHOD OF LIFE IN THE SPIRITThe highest aim of a student of Jesus

Christ is to learn to live like him in his kingdom. This involves planning to be like Jesus. What

Jesus is essentially telling us in Matthew 4:17 is: “Think out your strategy for life in the light of

the new fact that you can now live under the reign of God immediately present to you from the

heavens.” The method for learning to fully lead a spiritual life is to do what Jesus did in his

overall style of life. Follow him. This appropriates the grace of God and transforms our abilities.

Life Without Lack: Living in the Fullness of Psalm 23, The Great Omission: Reclaiming Jesus's

Essential Teachings on Discipleship, Renovation of the Heart: Putting on the Character of

Christ - 20th Anniversary Edition, Renovation of the Heart in Daily Practice: Experiments in

Spiritual Transformation (Redefining Life), Getting Love Right, Revolution of Character:

Discovering Christ's Pattern for Spiritual Transformation, The Deeply Formed Life: Five

Transformative Values to Root Us in the Way of Jesus

Ariel, “He taught me that a pastor's job is to usher people to God's throne and to be amazed at

what God does during the journey. Learning the tenets of the defense of your faith from Dr.

Willard, the personification of human gentleness himself, is a must read. All I have taught as a

Pastor in the last 10 years has been on the basic Biblical truth's Dallas has taught me as he

gently ushered me to God's throne. He taught me that a pastor's job is to usher people to

God's throne and to be amazed at what God does during the journey. I was his architect and

had many occasions to spend time with him and his precious wife Jane. I asked him questions

that I wanted a quick answer to. He would always start by asking me.... "Ariel, have you asked

God that question?" And if I said "No" he would say, "Why are you asking me first?" and he

would usher me to God's throne. I learned from Dallas and two other mentors (James Wilder

and David Takle - Their books are of the same caliper as Dallas') what it means to have a

conversational relationship with God. I miss Dallas very much. Read any one of his books and

you will most probably end up buying all of them and being immersed in them. I have always

contended that a book is not worth your time reading if it does not quickly having you reading

the Word of God. All of Dallas' books usher you to the Word of God.Do not hesitate to

purchase and dive deeply into anything Dr. Willard has written.”

H. Roberson, “Dallas at his most concise and insightful best. Compiled and finally edited after

Willard's death, this book reads considerably more fluidly than some of his other books. The

book is structured as an apologetic work, offering answers to philosophical or logical questions

concerning the Christian faith. Dallas would prefer a quieter, more reserved approach to

apologetics than we sometimes see in the popular press or social media sites and this book is

an attempt to provide the tools for a more gentler approach. The book is, as are most of

Dallas's works, sprinkled with insightful gems such as one that runs something like, "To be a

Biblical Christian is not to have a high view of the Bible, but to try to live the life depicted in the

Bible." Dallas never disappoints but he can be long-winded. The Allure of Gentleness finds a

good balance; recommended read.”

Ahn, Hang San, “Revealing by being simple and logical. I was thoroughly impressed when

Dallas Willard moved from establishing the existence of God to the solution of the problem of

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/djzmm/The-Allure-of-Gentleness-Defending-the-Faith-in-the-Manner-of-Jesus


evil. He explains why one has to come before the other. Now I know trying to deal with the

problem of evil and suffering without establishing the existence of God is like trying to build a

house upon a questionable ground.”

Dr Jason Kanz, “A unique, important, and much welcome offering from the late Dallas Willard.

A few months ago, I saw this book show up as a pre-buy on Amazon and immediately

purchased it. To say that I could not wait for it to come was a bit of an understatement.

Yesterday, I saw that it was out for delivery and I couldn't wait to get home and get started.The

Allure of Gentleness: Defending the Faith in the Manner of Jesus (2015) by the late Dallas

Willard is an exceptionally good book. It is unusual for me to be sad when I have finished a

book, though I wish this one had kept going.Willard, a former philosophy professor from the

University of Southern California, offered this book as a gentle pushback on the apologetics

engine that occupies much of Christianity. Apologetics, or the defense of the faith, has

unfortunately become an adversarial enterprise where the goal is to win the argument rather

than love the person. Willard calls us to something more; he calls us to love others with the

compassion and wisdom of Jesus. He also rightly makes the argument that our lives and the

outworking of our faith is essential to our defense of the faith.Hints of his previous books--Spirit

of the Disciplines, Hearing God, and the Divine Conspiracy, to name a few--find their way into

the pages of this book, yet this book stands alone as a unique, important, and much welcome

offering from Willard.May our lives of love reflect our message of truth.”

Robert Driskell, “A Beautiful Addition to the Works of Dallas Willard. I was quite saddened to

hear of the passing of Dr. Willard, although I know we all must go sometime, still I was sad

"The Divine Conspiracy" is one of the most important books in my Christian life. I welcome

anything written by Dallas Willard. I was very pleased to see the release of “The Allure of

Gentleness”. While one may not agree with every one of Willard's ideas and concepts, it would

be very difficult to say that he does not have ample ground for them.As one who regularly

engages in apologetic discussion with unbelievers, I am familiar with the mean-spirited

attitudes of those involved, both the believer and the non-believer. I reason I purchased this

book, besides the fact that it was written by one of my favorite authors, is that it promised to

address the topic of this argumentative mean-spirit that is all too prevalent in apologetic

discussions and debates. It lived up to its promises and then some.Mr. Willard began by stating

that apologetics is not just for unbelievers but for believers also. Apologetics helps break down

barriers to belief for the unbeliever and it helps strengthen the faith of the believer by assuring

them that their faith is grounded in solid truth.All through the book, Mr. Willard reminds us that

true faith is based on knowledge; the knowledge of God as Creator/Sustainer, the knowledge

of our sin, the knowledge of Jesus' payment for our sins, etc. He cautions us that a faith that is

not based on knowledge is in danger of being a feeble faith that cannot withstand the assault

that comes with living in a sin-cursed world.Mr. Willard also stresses that the Christian faith is a

day by day, minute by minute relationship with God. Saving faith is not something we had back

when we got saved (like purchasing fire insurance); rather, it is a consistent reliance upon the

Holy Spirit's sustenance and guidance in all we do.All in all, I was very pleased with the book.

The only criticism I have is that it might have been too short.”

jim mac, “The Beauty and Necessity of Gentleness.. I confess to being a fan of Dallas Willard. I

have enjoyed all of his books, although none can equal the first I read 'The Divine Conspiracy' ,

for which 5 stars would be woefully inadequate. This book is written in a beautiful, clear,



concise style. It wins over doubters by its lack of unnecessary confrontational language, and so

illustrates its title and subject.”

J E Davidson, “Essential reading for disciples of Jesus. 5 Stars does not do justice to the

excellence of this text. The compiler of this book from Dallas' notes and presentation

recordings has done an excellent job and I suspect this will be another of Dallas' works that will

illuminate the path of disciples for many years.”

M Salmon, “Doing disagreement better. With the acrimonious levels of debate and

disagreement in our public life this is a welcome corrective to followers of Jesus to seek a

better way to interact with those with whom we may disagree.Well worth the read”

Bob finney, “Get this book. beautiful book and a real needy message to those in ministry today.”

heather farrell, “Five Stars. Dallas Willard - anything he writes is worth reading and this is

another gem”
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